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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
I.

Expansion of classification schedules for Korea

At an ALA RTSD CCS Subject Analysis Committee meeting held on January 2 4 , 1 9 7 8
during the ALA Midwinter Conference, LC representative, Mary K. Dewees Pietris,
who is the acting chief of the Subject Cataloging Division, reported that LC
has expanded the classification schedules in the DS section for the history
of Korea and that the new and fuller schedules will appear in the forthcoming
LC Classification Additions and Changes List No. 1 8 9 .

II.

No more "Tofu", only "Bean curd."

Responding to an inquiry by the CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing
(CEAL/STP) concerning the advisability of using a Japanese term "Tofu" as
a subject heading to represent the traditionally Chinese food " ^ mt ," LC
has decided to cancel the heading "Tofu" and replace it with the English
term "Bean curd," which, the LC assumes, "is readily understood by most people
in this country." In a letter notifying CEAL/STP of the change, the LC
Subject Cataloging Division went further to explain the LC stand on the matter
of using vernacular terms in forming subject headings: "It is our policy to
use equivalent English terms as much as possible for items or concepts in
other languages. Should there be no English equivalent, we will use the
verncular of the original usage or concept, as accepted by standard reference
works."

III.

New

. Z 6 - . Z 9 cutter numbers in the P L schedules.

The . Z 8 cutter number in the call number on the LC card below may have puzzled
some catalogers.

Chiang-su sheng hua chii t'uan.
ch'uang tso tsu.
(Ta chiang fei hung)
T^am##Jft. -

Ta chiang fei hung

4tw : A J ^ ^ a J R S t t , 1976.

96 p.. (2) leaves of plates : ill. ; 19 an.
Play.

$0.26
I . Title.

PL2844.Z8T3

1976

77-835618

Library of Congress

77
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The book is an individual literary work and "PL2844" is a number assigned to
all individual authors whose surname starts with the work Chiang.
According
to old practice, LC would have used the cutter number ".S8" (the whole number
would have then become PL2844.S8T3). But the current LC policy, as CEAL/STP
has been informed, is to use .Z6-.Z9 cutters for all corporate headings,
compound names, and title main entries in the PL schedule dealing with individual
authors and works. This will permit an alphabetical arrangement in the LC
shelflist consistent with LC filing rules. Such an arrangement will place
individual literary works by authors whose names are in the regular forenamesurname form in an alphabetical sequence ahead of those works by authors of
corporate bodies or compound names as well as works having title main entries
The following example given by LC may help illustrate such arrangement:
PL 2921
.Y8
,Z7

.Z77

Wu, Yueh
Wu-han ta hsueh Chung wen nsi erh nien chi
kung nung ping hsueh yuan.
[corporate heading following the surname Wuj
(Wu kuo wu chia)
[title entry; see complete
LC card below:]

(Wu kuo wu chia)
f

, * H # *

: li

tt

KtfMtt..

/

... i e t

ai.iW

,1974,

46 p. ; 20 cm.
A d d e d colophon t i t l e

M v c o u n t r y and my home.

NTS 15.00 (S0.4O U . S . )
I. S i n o Japanese C o n f l i c t . 1937-1945— D r a m a .
I . C h a n g . S h a n to.

PL2921.Z77

76-836219

l . i l o a r s <>f C o n g r e s s

.Z83

2. C h a n g . T'i an.

76

(.'

Wu-ming-shih, pseud.
^compound name]
(CEAL/STP note: LC has changed the call
number for this author from the former
PL2921.M5 to PL2921.Z83.)

A guide card in the LC shelflist after the surname Wu of the post 1949 period
reads:
"PL 2921 .Z.6-9 Corporate headings, Compound
names. Title entries beginning
with Wu, i.e. Wu-han ta hsueh..."
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IV.

Final reports on East Asian cataloging problems due in June

The ALA RTSD CCS Subcommittees on Descriptive Cataloging and Subject Analysis
of African and Asian Materials decided at their meetings during the 1978
Midwinter Conference in Chicago that they would conclude their tasks of
identifying problem areas in descriptive cataloging and subject analysis
of African and Asian materials at the ALA Annual Conference in June of this
year, and that area representatives on the two Subcommittees would be
expected to submit final reports on their findings before the ALA Conference.
CEAL representatives to these Subcommittees, Effie Y. H. Chen, John Yung-hsiang
Lai, and Thomas H. Lee, are now preparing the final reports on problems
in the East Asian area. It is their hope that during the few months ahead
more suggestions will come from colleagues in the East Asian library community
so that they will not overlook anything which should be included in the reports.
For a summary of the problems under consideration, one can read the last issue
of the CEAL Bulletin (No. 54, November, 1977, pp. 36-49). Responses to these
problems and contributions of new ideas are earnestly solicited. They can be
sent to Thomas H. Lee, CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing, c/o Memorial
Library, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.
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